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Chapter 1 

The Forest of Mystery 
 

 

Lorissa bounded down the path as she went to visit her 

aunt at the castle. The castle is sparkly silver with stain glass 

windows and a pink door.  When Lorissa got to the castle she 

could hear her aunt coughing and sneezing from all the way 

down the hall. (Lorissa’s aunt is the queen.) Lorissa finds out 

that the only thing that can cure her aunt’s cough and sneeze 

is one dragon scale mixed in with chicken noodle soup. So 

Lorissa is going on the biggest adventure you have ever heard 

of. Or better known as the great adventure. The first place that 

Lorissa has to go to is the forest of mystery.  

“Oh no not the forest of mystery” groaned Lorissa.  

Lorissa takes the dusty dirty road to the forest of mystery.  

The trees in the forest of mystery are oak trees and the leaves 



are a pretty light teal. The forest is so thick you can barely see 

three feet in front of you. In the forest of mystery there are 

these really weird flowers that have spikes for the petals.  As 

Lorissa skips slowly with her flowy dress Lorissa stumbles 

upon a dried up dragon tooth that has no dragon scale on it. 

So Lorissa keeps going and notices a mysterious animal 

eating a purple walnut near spiky flowers.  

“What kind of animal are you?” asked Lorissa. 

“I am a chinchilla,” replied Margret the chinchilla. 

“Oh I have never seen a chinchilla before,” said Lorissa 

Margret is white and her fur is like touching an alpaca 

teddy bear. As Lorissa continues her adventures and she looks 

back saying goodbye to Margret and all of sudden Lorissa 

trips into sticky sand that is sinking as she as she tries to 

pull herself out. “HELP,” Lorissa yells with horror. Lorissa was 

crying and looked up. She barely saw a shadow creature in 

the distant and when it gets close enough Lorissa saw that it 

was a horse.  

“Looks like you need some help,” said the horse. 

“Yeah I do need help,” said Lorissa. 

“What is your name?” asked Lorissa.  

“My name is Megan,” replied the horse 

“That is a pretty name Megan” said Lorissa 



Megan had Lorissa grab onto her tail and pulled her out 

of the mystery sand. Megan is a clysdale but is white with 

black spots and a brown mane and tail.  

Lorissa said to herself, “few that was a close one” 

  

 

 

Chapter 2 

The Pond of Magic 
 

Then Lorissa goes to the pond of magic. 

“Yeah” Lorissa shouts. 

 Lorissa knows it is a pond of magic because she has a 

map that has a label for every location on it. The shells are 

purple, pink, and blue shimmery shells. The pond has blue 

water and shells showing in it.When, Lorissa gets to the pond 

of magic she finds a bag of magic dust. The dust is crushed 

up magic shells. The dust is a purple ish pink ish. Next, 

Lorissa kept walking along the outside of the pond Lorissa 

finds magic shells. The shells that she finds are turquoise, 

pink, green, blue, purple, gold, and silver. Lorissa wonders 

along the shore and then she hears a faint yell for help. So 



Lorissa walks slowly towards the sound and when she gets to 

the sound she sees that a bunny with brown fur and white 

spots got pushed into the pond and can’t swim to safety. So 

luckily Lorissa always has a sparkly teal bathing suit and 

neon pink goggles in her bag. So with a pinch of the magic 

dust she wished she was in her swimsuit and in a flash she 

was. When Lorissa put her goggles on she jumped in to save 

the adorable bunny. Lorissa’s lung were burning as she swam 

further into the deep but clear shimmering water. After 

Lorissa got out from saving the adorable bunny she used 

some more magic dust to go back into her green and dark blue 

flowery dress. Lorissa looks back as the bunny says thank 

you. Lorissa went on with her adventure.But when Lorissa 

was about to leave the Pond of magic she felt a slimy goopy 

droopy arm grab her ankles. Lorissa looks down and sees a 

green arm and 

“AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHH” Lorissa 

screams in her highest pitched scream. 
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